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Ladies and gentlemen,

It is a great pleasure and privilege to have been asked to

speak at this session.

I know that for many people - including scientists and

teachers - the words "atomic" or "nuclear" provoke unease or

even fear. They think first and foremost of bombs or of

Chernobyl. It is absolutely right to be aware of the risks of

some uses of the atom, because they do exist. But equally we

should not overlook, for instance, that ionizing radiation is a

principal way of combatting cancer. Also, over 16% of the

world's electricity supply comes from nuclear power - about the

same as what we get from hydro power. Used for peaceful

purposes, and prudently, nuclear energy applications have,

I submit, tremendous benefits to offer mankind, not only in the

industrialized world but also in the developing nations.

Developing countries have many problems in common like

rapid population growth, heavy urban pollution, high rate of

food losses and food-borne diseases and the need to increase
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exports of their agricultural products. And the way in which

nuclear techniques are applied to help combat some of these

problems is part of what we will be discussing over the next

two days.

But first just a quick word about the IAEA. It began its

work as part of the United Nations family in 1957 with the

tasks of both promoting the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and

simultaneously verifying that such use was exclusively

peaceful. This remains the core of the Agency's work, and

I expect you have heard a good deal about our high-profile

inspections in countries like Iraq, North Korea and South

Africa.

Our total annual budget is approximately $200 million, and

some $43 million are available for technical co-operation,

technical assistance, technology transfer and training of

personnel. Membership today stands at 121 States.

From the outset, the Agency has served as the principal

mechanism for nuclear-related services to developing nations,

who make up the bulk of its membership. The transfer of

technology from the industrialized world to developing

countries through technical assistance and co-operation is one

such service, tracing its origins to the "Atoms for Peace"

bargain defined by President Eisenhower in the early *50s:

renounce manufacture or procurement of nuclear weapons and you
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get access to nuclear know-how and technology, for peaceful

purposes.

As of the Chernobyl accident in 1986, and especially since

the publicity surrounding our inspection work in Iraq and North

Korea, our Agency has been propelled into the public limelight,

having previously been perceived as a rather low-key technical

and scientific body.

When I started with the Agency in 1989, we embarked on a

series of public information seminars like this one around the

world on various aspects of nuclear energy in the belief that

there was a dearth of sound, basic information available on the

facts about nuclear power, which contributes to an inadequate

understanding of this subject among members of the general

public. Most people, and many journalists, only hear of

nuclear when things go wrong, and hearsay can crowd out facts.

The best way to reach the public at large, we felt, was through

initiating direct dialogue with specialist and non-specialist

media. These seminars were one of the methods chosen.

At the very outset, it was determined that these seminars

were to be informative and educational, and provide balanced,

honest, authoritative background material on the subject of

nuclear energy. We hoped that since the Agency's own

capability is limited, the seminars would also have a seed

effect: we would demonstrate to Member States that this type

of seminar could be done; show how it could be done; provide
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the stimulation and the materials for them to use as templates

for their own publications; and help them to expand such a

dialogue with their local media.

The key message of the seminars was basic: nuclear power

is a complex technology that can be managed safely and

economically through high standards of excellence. Such

excellence can be achieved worldwide by observing international

standards and maximum openness.

Regional media were the primary audience for the seminars.

However, local and regional authorities also have attended.

The topics discussed included explanations of radiation,

nuclear waste, non-proliferation, nuclear applications

including power generation, nuclear safety and the

environmental impacts of the various energy sources.

The speakers chosen are a mix of IAEA and outside experts

from around the world who gave their time and energy to making

each seminar a success. Overall, the response was most

positive. About 600 participants from 20 countries took part

over the initial three years of the programme. Seminar venues

included Bombay, Canberra, Budapest, Tokyo, Bangkok, Cairo,

Hong Kong, Jakarta, Kuala Lumpur, Santiago, Warsaw, Seoul,

Shanghai and Sofia.

In arranging these, we benefitted greatly from

extrabudgetary financial support from the Japanese Government.
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Towards the end of 1992, upon advice we received not to

neglect teachers and, through them, younger people, we decided

to reorient the nature of some of these seminars to encompass

educators - teachers and officials involved in setting

curricula - and to focus more broadly on energy education in

which nuclear is of course just one element. We have done this

notably in Latin America, although the first symposium of

educators was in fact held in Tokyo in December of 1992 and

attracted over 200 teachers from Tokyo and the surrounding

area. Among the speakers were officials from Canada and

France, two school teachers from Sweden who take a special

interest in energy education, an educational specialist from

the United Kingdom, and of course a number of Japanese

educators.

The second day of the seminar was covered by a team from

one of the major TV channels, who filmed a panel discussion

which resulted in an hour-long documentary shown on prime time

on a Saturday evening, interspersing sequences on energy

education shot in various European countries with extracts from

the panel discussion. The view of the moderator, a TV

journalist, was that despite the vital importance of energy for

Japan's industrial and economic base, energy education was

comparatively neglected in his country compared to others. The

reasons given were crowded curricula, the lack of readily

available, simple and interesting teaching materials, and

teachers' reticence to address nuclear energy, an area seen as

both complex and sensitive. He hoped the exercise would
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stimulate greater efforts in this regard henceforth in Japan.

I suspect many of these considerations are also valid in Egypt.

Another point made by several Japanese teachers in the

discussion, incidentally, was that there is great

disinclination on the part of some pupils today to study

scientific subjects or set their sights on scientific careers.

In this context, aversion to studying nuclear-related

techniques was apparent.

I will not attempt to summarize here the presentations

made on national energy education policies and experience.

Just let me mention that in some of the most "obvious"

countries where one might expect energy education to be highly

developed - like the United States - this is not always the

case. Of course, the United States school system is not

centrally directed, and so energy issues may come up in science

classes, under physics, in social science, on field trips, even

in geography lessons.

As I mentioned, a second symposium of this type was

regional in nature and was conducted in Latin America, in

Santiago, Chile, in March 1993. It was the first event of its

kind ever attempted there. There were 60 participants

including 14 invitees from 8 Latin American countries other

than Chile, mostly senior officials involved in energy

education or public information work. Chile has a very active

and effective nuclear education programme indeed, and presented

it most vividly to the other Latin American participants. It
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has as yet no nuclear power stations, but it has extensive

research and nuclear technology applications to demonstrate in

medicine and industry particularly. Among topics addressed

were nuclear education for high school students, media or

static exhibits. Other countries which presented their

programmes were Argentina, Brazil, and Colombia, and guest

speakers also attended from the United States, Canada and the

United Kingdom.

Resources permitting, we intend to continue this programme

in coming years. Up ahead we have seminars in Morocco, the

Philippines, Kenya and South Africa.

An important part of our preparatory work is to put

together for participants information packs of the type we

distributed here which contain a series of 4-page fact sheets

on various aspects of nuclear energy. Typical titles are:

Radiation in Everyday Life, Nuclear Techniques in Medicine,

Radioactive Waste Disposal and Facts about Energy, Electricity

and Nuclear Power. Special emphasis is put on technical co-

operation in bodies like AFRA and the transfer of technology

and know-how to developing nations.

We also have prepared supporting in-house videos on, for

instance, how nuclear reactors work and on nuclear energy and

the environment. All in all, we find this an essential part of

our public information activity, getting out from our "ivory

tower" in Vienna and away from just the typical kind of
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publications United Nations bodies produce, providing fora for

a real dialogue between experts and educators on the one hand,

and media on the other.

It goes without saying that we have at our disposal,

beyond the seminar programme, the full range of classical

public information tools: press releases, press conferences,

briefings, speeches, publications, annual reports, visitors'

groups, exhibits, responses to media enguiries, written or

oral, interviews, etc. Our I,asic philosophy is to be as

accessible as possible and to serve as a central resource and

reference point for anyone seeking reliable, authoritative

information on any nuclear-related issue, from safety to

safeguards, from sterilizing insect pests to protecting skin

grafts. You will find mention of these various elements in the

material we have brought with us.

As a United Nations organization we of course deal

basically with and through the governments of Members States,

but we also reach out to wider publics via the media, our

publications and films, other specialized organizations with

whom we work and through our responses to literally thousands

of individual or collective enguiries we handle each year, from

politicians to schoolboys, from environmentalists to

researchers.

I hope this outline of our own information work has been

helpful, and I would be happy to answer any questions.


